Abstract-There is a growing interest in using wireless sensor networks for security monitoring in the underground coal mines. In such applications, the sensor nodes are deployed to detect interested events, e.g., the density of certain gas at some locations is higher than the predefined threshold. These events are then reported to the base station outside. Using conventional multihop routing for data reporting, however, will result in imbalance of energy consumption among the sensors. Even worse, the unfriendly communication condition underground makes the multi-hop data transmission challenging, if not impossible. In this paper, we thus propose to leverage tramcars as mobile sinks to assist event collection and delivery.
I. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks today have been applied to a wide range of applications for data collection. Recently, they are used to monitoring the conditions of underground coal mines [10] ; see Fig. 1 for a concrete example. In such applications, static sensor nodes are deployed in the underground tunnels of the coal mines to collect data (e.g., temperature, humidity and gas density). These data can further indicate some special events; for example, high temperature implies an accident of explosion while exceptional gas density may indicate a gas leak. Such events should be reported to the sink outside for further analysis.
To design an efficient event collection system for underground coal mines, we face some unique challenges. First, as can be seen from Fig. 1 , the underground coal mines are usually composed of long tunnels. Thus, conventional multihop data reporting can be extremely inefficient. More precisely, the burden of the nodes close to the tunnel exit will be much higher. Even worse, the communication underground is tough, with high ratio of packet loss [3] . This can result in a very low multi-hop data transmission rate. Second, different raw sensor readings from different sensors may indicate the same event; therefore, it may not be cost efficient to request all the sensors to report their readings.
To solve these challenges, we make two important observations. First, in every coal mine, there are some tramcars working in the tunnel. If we attach a sensor on each tramcar, they can serve as mobile sinks to communicate with the static sensors and collect events. Due to the velocity limitation of tramcars, it always takes time for a mobile sink to move back after collecting events. Thus, the mobile sinks do not focus on collecting delay sensitive events (e.g. emergency event as collapse) but delay tolerant events (e.g. event of interest as humidity variance). With these mobile sinks, there is no need for multi-hop transmission among the static sensors. Second, the sensor readings have spatial-temporal correlation: one event may last for a period of time and might be sensed by multiple static sensors. Thus, it is not necessary for a mobile sink to communicate with all the static sensors. Having these observations, the objectives of our system include 1) extending the system lifetime; and 2) guaranteeing small loss rate of delay tolerant events.
In this paper, we first present a general yet meaningful event model which quantifies the data correlation. We then transform the event collection problem in a coal mine to a coverage problem: every event could be represented as a spatial-temporal region of interest. Thus, the target is to cover these event regions and optimize the system lifetime. We prove that this problem is NP-hard even when all event regions are known in advance. In practice, the mobile sink can only know the past event information and has to decide whether to communicate with future static sensors. We propose an online scheme for such scenario. The basic idea of our approach is, we first use a classical Gaussian Process to predict the sensor readings; and then exploit the spatial-temporal correlation to formulate possible event regions. Finally we decide which static sensors should be selected to collect the data with the consideration of load balancing of all static sensors. We show that the event coverage rate is guaranteed in expectation. Extensive simulations on real data traces demonstrate that our scheme significantly extends the system lifetime.
In summary, the contributions of our paper are: 1) to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the event collection problem in tough communication environment (e.g. underground coal mine) with the help of mobile sinks; 2) we prove that the problem is NP-hard even with the global knowledge of the event regions in advance; 3) we leverage the spatial-temporal correlation to reduce the number of event collection and the expected event coverage rate is guaranteed in theory; 4) extensive simulations on real data trace show that our scheme achieves good performance compared with a stochastic scheme.
The rest part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. An overview of our problem is introduced in Section III. Global optimization of the problem and its NP-hardness will be given in Section IV while Section V is devoted to the design of the scheme for online problem and the theoretical analysis of event coverage rate. We then evaluate the performance of the system in Section VI; and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. Related Work Event collection is an important issue in many sensor applications. Existing works have done a lot of studies on this topic but we face two unique challenges: introducing the node mobility and leverage spatial-temporal correlation.
Some existing works [9] [16] have also exploited mobile node to collect events. Jea [9] has considered using multiple mobile nodes (called data mule) for the purpose of event collection. Data mules can move close to the static sensors and collect data from them. To balance the communication workload, an algorithm is proposed to control the movement of data mules. In our problem, however, the mobile nodes (tramcars) have their pre-defined route and is uncontrollable. We can only make decision on when a mobile node pass by a static sensor.
A different scenario in DTF-MSN [16] considered sensor mobility, loose connectivity, fault tolerability, delay tolerability, and buffer limitation. DFT-MSN proposed two schemes "Replication-Based Efficient Data Delivery Scheme (RED)" and "Message Fault Tolerance-Based Adaptive Data Delivery Scheme (FAD)" to achieve the desired data delivery ratio with minimum overhead. Our differences are, first, DFT-MSN does not consider the spatial and temporal correlation among data; and second, the paths of the mobile nodes in DFT-MSN are random walk whereas ours is predetermined.
The spatial-temporal correlation has been heavily studied in data mining community. Vuran et al. [15] have investigated several key elements to capture and exploit the correlation in the wireless sensor networks for the realization of advanced efficient communication protocols. A theoretical framework was developed to model the spatial and temporal correlations. Typical work to leverage spatial-temporal correlation in data aggregation is ISOLINE [14] and Contour maps [12] . In ISO-LINE, contour maps are generated to represent the monitored condition. The resulting contour map consists of isolines that delimit regions within which the monitored condition is within a certain value range. High energy efficiency is achieved by taking advantage of the spatial and temporal correlation of the data field. However, ISOLINE focused on data collection in static sensor networks while we introduce mobile node to assist in collection. In addition to these, TiNA [13] exploited temporal correlation in sensor data while CAG [18] took advantage of spatial correlation.
Xing [17] used mobile nodes to exploit the spatial and temporal data correlation, and showed significant performance gain. To guarantee event detection quality, Xing [17] proposed a centralized scheme to design the movement of mobile nodes to minimize the total moving distance. However, in our scenario, the movement path of the mobile sinks is fixed and uncontrollable. In addition, we focus on the energy consumption of the static sensors; the mobility of the mobile sinks is free.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the event collection issue under tough communication environment with the help of mobile sink nodes. With the global knowledge of events given in advance, we prove it is a NP-hard problem. By leveraging the spatial-temporal correlation of events, we propose an online scheme for the mobile sink node to selectively communicate with static sensor nodes when it passes by. The expected event coverage rate can be guaranteed in theory.
III. System Architecture and The Event Collection Problem

A. Preliminaries
Without loss of generality, we assume the coal mine tunnel is a single line with length D. N static sensors are deployed in the tunnel. Let x i be the position of sensor i and we assume sensor 0 is the sink with x 0 = 0; see Fig. 2(a) .
Mobile sinks (e.g. tramcars) move in and out in the tunnel with fixed velocity V car and the time interval for dispatching two continuous mobile nodes is T car . We model the location of mobile sinks in a 2D space with location and time. Due to the tough communication environment underground, a static sensor node very likely cannot directly communicate with other static nodes. We thus assume that the static sensors will sleep and could only be waken up by mobile sink passively and report the event. We assume that the mobile sink nodes could be recharged when they return to the base station outside. Moreover, they can exchange collected information efficiently. Therefore, we only focus on the energy efficiency of the static sensors. We divide the time into slots, in every time slot, the static sensor will sample readings from the nearby In this paper, we are interested in some specific events happening underground. Most events could be represented by a predefined range of sensor reading, e.g., temperature higher than 60 degree or the humidity over 80 percent. We define an event as follows: 
In Def. 2, we summarize an event as a sub-space in the whole k dimension space. An event happens only when the corresponding sensor reading falls into the space of that event definition. A static sensor will store every event it detected in its local buffer. Due to buffer limitation, the node will discard the earliest event when its buffer is full.
Notice that nearby sensors may record the same event in a period of time. To avoid duplicated event collection among these sensor nodes, an understanding of the spatial-temporal correlation of event plays an important role in developing a cost effective solution.
B. Spatial-temporal Correlation of The Events
Sensor data are usually correlated. For example, a sensor network is deployed in Intel Berkeley Research lab [2] . It provides three types of sensing observations: temperature, humidity and light, in several days from 54 sensor nodes (the deployment is shown in Fig. 4(a) ). Figure 3 (a) shows the temperature in a 2D space and the temperature correlation is analyzed in Fig. 3 (b) [8] . In the study, sensors are not deployed in two center regions of the lab. As such, temperature correlation in these regions is low.
Since the event is a subspace of the sensor readings, it also has spatial-temporal correlation. For simplicity, in this paper we focus on the correlation of the same type of event but not on the correlation between different types of event. an event may cover a region in spatial-temporal space. We call the events happening within the one event region are identical, formally,
Definition 3. Let E(x, t) indicate the event E happens at location x at time slot t. For two happening event E(x a , t a )
and E(x b , t b ), we call them "identical" if one of the following conditions hold:
We call two events in the same event region if they are identical, otherwise we call them individual events.
In Def. 3, the first condition builds connection between two events if they're close in time and space while the second condition supports the event region as a set of identical events that any two of them could be connected via a sequence of identical events. To further describe the common property of spatial-temporal correlation of an event region, we name the event as "α−β event" if its corresponding event region contains a sub-rectangle region of α × β. In Definition 4, a special case is that every event is "1 − 1 event". Figure. 5 provides an example that all the events are "3 − 3 event" since every event region has a sub-rectangle region of 3 × 3. According to this definition, as an event region consists of some identical events, the mobile sensor node only needs to collect one event for each event region. In other words, when a mobile sink conducts an event collection action on (x, t), it not only collects the events happened on (x, t) but the events that happened on a spatial-temporal space around (x, t). Intuitively, the communication can be saved and the system lifetime can be extended.
Definition 4. For an event E(x, t), we call it "α − β event" if and only if there exists an event E(x
0 , t 0 ) such that: ∀ 0 ≤ i < α, ∀ 0 ≤ j < β, E(x 0 + i, t 0 + j) and E(x, t) are identical.
C. Problem Statement
One event collection on (x, t) may cover several different types of event regions (e.g. it may get a fire alarm and an accident of gas leak in one collection). Let C(x, t) be the set of different types of individual events that the event collection action on (x, t) could get, we give the definition of event coverage as follows: Definition 5. Let Ψ = {(x, t)} be a set of event collection actions and C{Ψ} = ∪ (x,t)∈Ψ C(x, t) be the set of the individual events that covered by Ψ. We call Ψ provides a prob-Coverage of event with p if:
where Ω is the set of all individual events. Particularly, we call Ψ provides a full coverage when p = 1.
Once a mobile node collects an event on (x, t), we assume the energy consumed by the corresponding static sensor is c(x, t). Since the energy consumption of idle/sleep mode for static sensor is quite small and can be ignored compared with event notifications [1] , we only focus on c(x, t). Let e(x, t) be the residual energy of the static sensor on location x at time t:
We use the first depleted sensor as a measurement of the system lifetime. This is widely used in current research as an indication of the end of a stead-state operation. Clearly, the objective of our problem is to design a set of event collection actions Ψ on the movement path of mobile nodes to:
IV. Optimization for Event Collection Problem In this section, we first analyze the problem globally: all the events are known in advance. We prove that the global optimization is NP-hard. Furthermore, we consider the problem locally and propose a heuristic solution to solve it. Note that, we mainly discuss the optimization for the full coverage (e.g. p=1 in prob-Coverage) in this section.
A. Global Optimization: Min-max Cost Set-cover in Group (MCSG)
Given the information of all event regions and movement path of mobile nodes, some global knowledge could be known in advance: 1) the ground truth of Ω, the set of all individual events; 2) a group of family sets F = {F x }, F x is the set of possible event collection actions on location x which depends on the movement path of tramcar; 3) C(x, t) for any possible event collection action (x, t), the cover set of individual events that the event collection action on (x, t) could collect.
For the purpose of selecting a set of event collection actions Ψ from the union of F x , we need to consider the load balance among all F x to extend the system lifetime.
Global Optimization: we study the min-max optimization problem where our goal is to find a set of event collection actions Ψ where
such that the minimum residual energy e x over all static sensor nodes is maximized.
Note that our model is sufficiently general to allow any pattern of event regions and c(x, t) can represent any meaningful communication energy cost function in general. We refer to this problem as the min-max cost set-cover in group (MCSG) problem. To facilitate our discussion, we here formally define the decision version of MCSG as follows:
INSTANCE Element set Ω and group of family set F = F x , a cost c(x, t) ∈ R + for each (x, t) ∈ F and a bound B ∈ R + . QUESTION Is there a subfamily set Ψ ∈ F such that:
Proof: Consider a special case of MCSG where there is only one family set in F . It turns to be a minimum weighted set-cover problem. If MCSG has a polynomial solution, then its subcase, SET-COVER problem which is well known to be NP-hard [7] , would also have a polynomial solution which leads a contradiction.
B. Heuristics for Local Optimization
In previous section, we have shown that MCSG is NPhard in global optimization. A scenario which better reflects practical situations is the one when the information about the events is not known in advance but revealed gradually. It leads us to make the decision to optimize the load balance with local knowledge in steps. In this section, we propose a heuristic solution which is adaptable by increasing the knowledge of events: computation is performed in steps; when a set of events appear at time slot t 0 , the algorithm has to assign them to a set of event collection actions not before t 0 and optimize the load balance. The event collection actions on t 0 will be processed irrevocably when the system move into next time slot.
Formally, let Ψ = Ψ t 0 − + Ψ t 0 + be the set of existing event collection actions we selected:
where Ψ t 0 − and Ψ t 0 + are the sets of event collection actions that have been processed and not processed yet respectively. When a set of events Ω(t 0 ) appears at time slot t 0 , let Ω t 0 − and Ω t 0 + be the set of events that have been collected and not collected yet:
Let (x, g t 0 (x)) be the last event collection action happened on location x in Ψ t 0 − . Clearly, the events in Ω t 0 + may happen in the shadow region that between g t 0 (x) and t 0 as shown in Fig. 6 . Assume F t 0 + is the set of possible event collection actions not before t that could cover events in Ω t 0 + . For the purpose to cover the newly known events added in Ω t 0 + , the algorithm has to design a new set of event collection actions from F t 0 + to replace the old Ψ t 0 + and optimize the current communication load balance.
Local Optimization: at time slot t 0 , we study the local minmax optimization problem where our goal is to find a set of event collection actions
such that the minimum residual energy e(x, t 0 ) over all static sensor nodes is maximized. Similar to global optimization, we could formally define the decision version of local optimization as follows:
INSTANCE Element set Ω t 0 + and group of family set
x , a cost c(x, t) ∈ R + for each (x, t) ∈ F t 0 + , an irrevocable set Ψ t 0 − and a bound B ∈ R + . QUESTION Is there a subfamily set Ψ t 0 + ∈ F x such that:
2) ∀x, e(x, t 0 ) ≥ B By comparing the global and local decision problem, it can be easily to see that the local optimization is still MCSG Algorithm 1 HeuristicCollect(), design a set of event collection actions Ψ t 0 + to collect the events in Ω t 0 + . Require: for (x, t) in F t 0 + do 4: if C(x, t) ∩ Ω * φ then 5: Compute e (x, t) and w(x, t);
6:
e (x, t) ⇐ ∞, w(x, t) ⇐ ∞;
8:
end if 9: end for 10: Select (x , t ) with smallest e (x , t ) (as primary key) and w(x , t ) (as secondary key);
11:
12:
13: end while 14:
which is the combination of load balancing and set cover problem. Existing works on load balancing [6] and set cover [4] have shown that greedy is a good approach to approximate the optimum solution. We propose a heuristic approach by taking both load balancing and cover-efficiency into the consideration. Let's consider a snapshot in choosing event collection actions from F t 0 + : assume Ψ * is the current set of event collection actions that have been chosen from F t 0 + and Ω * = C(Ψ * ) ∩ Ω t 0 + . Let e * (x) be the residual energy; and the current minimum residual energy is recognized as B * :
For an event collection action (x, t) in F t 0 + \Ψ * which could cover the event not in Ω * , if we select (x, t) into Ψ * it could contribute an decrement e (x, t) to current B * :
Since the definition of system lifetime relies on the minimum residual energy B * , we greedily choose the one with smallest e (x, t) to current Ψ * . If there are multiple choices with same e (x, t), we choose the one with the highest the cover-efficiency w(x, t):
where the first item in Equ. (7) indicates the average energy cost paid to cover a new event in Ω t 0 + . Note that (x, t) does not only cover the events happened before t 0 but might cover events that happened between t 0 and t. Though the number of events happened between t 0 and t in future is unknown at present, intuitively it is linear related to the time interval as demonstrated in the second item.
In Algorithm 1, the mobile node on (x, t 0 ) has to design a set of event collection actions Ψ t 0 + to cover Ω t 0 + . Ψ t 0 + is computed by iterations. In each iteration, the mobile node chooses the event collection action that contribute the smallest C (x, t) to current load balance. The coverage efficiency w(x, t) is also considered.
As a summary of this section, we focus on the full coverage problem of event collection. For global optimization, even when the information of all the events are known in advance, we prove it is NP-hard. We also consider a more practical situation, the event information is known gradually, which leads a local optimization problem and the mobile node has to make the decision on whether to communicate with the static sensor when it passes by. We propose a heuristic algorithm which is adaptable to be implemented for the online scheme.
In this section, we make an assumption that the event information are known to us no matter it is given gradually or all in one time and we just need to design a load balancing scheme to collect them. However, it is not realistic since before querying we are not sure the event will happen in practical system. In other words, we could not get Ω t 0 + directly as the input of Algorithm 1. Fortunately, according to the existing event information known by processed event collection actions we could be a foreseer to predict the uncollected events as shown in the following section.
V. Online Event Collection Scheme
In this section, we mainly discuss how to get the knowledge of the events that happened recently (e.g. the knowledge of events happened in the shadow region of Fig. 6 ). We will first introduce the general framework of our online scheme; and then get into the details of predicting recent sensor readings and generating possible event regions.
A. General Framework
To be consistent with practical system, the event collection could be described as a circle-processing: predicting events from existing samples, making the decision of event collection actions, and collecting events as new samples. Our scheme is designed for such online case and the framework is shown in Fig. 7 .
The process phase in one time slot in Fig. 7 consists of three major steps and is self-explanatory. We can also interpret it in the following way: at every time slot, a mobile node first predicts the recent sensor readings based on existing samples; it then computes the possible event regions that are necessary to be covered based on prediction; and finally, the mobile nodes make the decision of event collection actions to achieve load balance. The remaining task is to show the detailed design of each step in the following subsections.
B. Prediction
Let's recall Fig. 6 in previous section. At time slot t 0 , the shadow region S which is a gap between last collection time and current time slot could be represented as:
To get the knowledge about newly events after last collection, the mobile node has to forecast the sensor readings of all (x, t) in S according to the samples of past sensor readings that have been collected before.
For simplification, we first focus on predicting the sensor reading of only one type of measurement (e.g. temperature). The prediction has been well studied in [5] . Guestrin [8] provided a simple, yet often effective approach to predict in Gaussian process: the predicting value of sensor measurement is a joint Gaussian distribution of a set of random variables according to existing samples.
Let A be a set of sample sensor readings, we can predict the sensor reading at any spatial-temporal point y = (x, t) conditioned on these samples, P(R y |R A ). Due to the spatialtemporal correlation of sensor readings, the distribution of R y given these samples is a Gaussian whose conditional mean μ y|A and variance σ 2 y|A are given by:
Equation (10) could be extended to the sensor reading consists of multiple types of measurements. For the sensor reading on (x, t) of ith type measurement, we could obtain a probability density function
). Please refer [8] for the detail of prediction algorithm.
C. Initialization of Events to Cover
After prediction, for any point (x, t) in S we have a set of probability density functions { f (x,t) (r i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} for k types of measurement. Considering the confidence interval of the Gaussian distribution for a single type of measurement, for the size of confidence interval η, the probability that the value of measurement are within the range of [μ
η (R) denote whether R is in the range of confidence:
meanwhile, we use H (x,t) (R) to represent whether R indicates an event from Definition 2:
By combining Equ. (11) and Equ. (12), the intersection I (x,t) η between confidence interval and event definition could be claimed as:
To generate the possible event set Ω t 0 + which needs to be covered by future event collection actions, we put (x, t) in Ω
Lemma 1. For any "α − β event", the expected probability that one identical event will be put into Ω t 0 + is at least:
Please refer [11] for the detail proof of Lemma and Theorem in this paper. From Lemma 1, we could claim that if η satisfy the following condition,
then the identical event will be put into Ω t 0 + almost certainly with probability P Ω (α, β, η) ≥ 0.999. It implies that the contribution of η to the coverage rate will reach a bound when η grows larger than certain threshold η * . We will verify it in the evaluation part.
D. Capability of Event Collection Action
Before selecting some event collection actions from further path F t 0 + to cover Ω t 0 + , the mobile node needs to know C(x, t), the capability of every event collection action, which denotes the set of events that could be collected by the event collection action on (x, t). C(x, t) relies on two factors: buffer limitation on static sensor and the spatial-temporal correlation of event.
The local buffer on static sensor enables the mobile node collect the event happened within a long time. Assume the static sensor node could store at most q recent events in local buffer. We use P bu f (t − t * , q) to represent the expected probability that the event happened in time t * could be collected by event collection action in time t. P bu f decreases as t − t * increases or q decreases. It could be modeled in the learning process in Fig. 7 . Due to the spatial-temporal correlation, the event collection action may not only collect Algorithm 2 Mobile node on (x, t 0 ) makes the decision to collect do event collection action. Require: Do event collection action; 7: end if 8: Move to next step; the event happened on its location but also collect the event that happened on nearby locations.
Since different events may have different "α − β" properties, we select a uniform α * and β * so that the probability for an event to be "α * − β * event" is P event (α * , β * ). By considering the "α * − β * " property, we set C(x, t) as:
, the probability that at least one identical event could be collected by Ψ t 0 + computed in Algorithm 1 based on C in Equ. (17) is no less than P bu f (γ, q).
Theorem 3.
The system provides prob-Coverage of event with expected probability p:
In this section, we introduce the online event collection problem: at every time slot t 0 , with the knowledge of past collected events and further movement path, the mobile node has to make the decision whether to do event collection action when it passes by (x, t 0 ).
A straight forward solution to this online problem is a stochastic collection scheme that mobile nodes do event collection action with probability P s at every time slot:
Instead of stochastic collection scheme, we propose a local MCSG heuristic solution of online scheme. As summarized in Algorithm 2, we first use Gaussian process to predict the unknown sensor readings; the possible events Ω t 0 + are then obtained and the capability of event collection action C(x, t) is generated by "α * − β * " property which reflects the spatialtemporal correlation of events; the set of event collection actions Ψ t 0 + to cover Ω t 0 + could be computed by Algorithm 1 with heuristic approach; finally, the mobile node could make the decision by checking whether (x, t 0 ) is in Ψ t 0 + .
VI. Performance Evaluation A. Simulation Settings
The default values of our simulation are as follows. We deploy 50 static sensor nodes uniformly in the tunnel of 2000m length. The velocity of mobile node V car is 4m/s. The time interval for dispatching two continuous mobile nodes T car is 100 seconds. The communication cost for each event collection action c(x, t) is 1 unit and the initial energy capacity of every static sensor node e(x, 0) is 20 units. The system lifetime is the first sensor node that the energy is depleted. We use the standard deviation σ(t) of the residual energy to represent the energy balance among static sensor nodes at time t.
We set one time slot as 10 seconds and evaluate both the MCSG and stochastic scheme within 5000 time slots. Three types of sensor measurements (e.g. temperature, humidity and light) are pre-generated from partial real trace data in [2] by interpretation. For the event definitions, we define 50 different types of event by default. Based on these definitions, there're 308 individual events in total in the ground truth set. Every static sensor node can store at most q = 10 recent events in its local buffer.
In MCSG scheme, we apply η = 2.0 and γ = 5 by default. Both MCSG and stochastic schemes automatically adjust α * and β * to achieve the prob-Coverage of event with p = 0.9. We will also show the art of selecting η and γ to guarantee the desired p while extending the network lifetime in the following section.
B. Network Lifetime and Energy Balance
We first compare the general performance, network lifetime and energy balance, handled by MCSG and stochastic scheme. In Fig. 9 , Y-axis stands for the minimal residual energy of the static sensor nodes in the network. Clearly, the minimum energy of the stochastic scheme decreases much faster and the system lifetime is only around 1.75 × 10 4 s. Our MCSG algorithm has a system lifetime of 4 × 10 4 s, a more than twotime improvement. Fig. 10 illustrates that MCSG better balances the residual energy of the sensor nodes. The standard deviation of the residual energy is very small compared with the stochastic scheme. More interestingly, as time evolves, the increase of the standard deviation almost flattened. This shows that our MCSG is able to scale better. Fig. 11 further verifies the coverage rate. We provide sufficient initial energy of static sensor nodes (e.g. e(x, 0) = 100) to have a long run of the system. After a startup phase of collecting sufficient samples, MCSG could adjust suitable parameters and provides a stable coverage rate of the event.
C. The Number of Individual Events
We see in Fig. 12 that the system lifetime decreases as the number of individual events increases. This is because when we add new event definition to generate more individual events, the mobile nodes have to do additional event collection actions so the system lifetime will be decreased.
In the worst case that the individual events happened on every (x, t) in the region, the mobile nodes would have a set of event collection actions. In other words, this set of event collection actions actually covers the whole spatial-temporal region which provides a bottom line of lifetime. Therefore, it is not surprising to see that the network lifetime of MCSG converges when the number of individual events is greater than 500 in Fig. 12 . For the simple stochastic scheme, the probability that the mobile node decides to do event collection action does not rely on the number of individual events, so the network lifetime does not vary. From Fig. 12 , the system lifetime of our MCSG is still twice of stochastic scheme even in the worst case.
D. Confidence Interval of Prediction
In Section 5.3, we initialize the events from the prediction of sensor readings with a confidence interval [μ − ησ, μ − ησ] with probability θ = er f (η/ √ 2). Fig. 13 demonstrates that the system lifetime decreases when η increases. The reason is that for larger η, the confidence interval is wider and more number of sensor readings would likely to be predicted as an event and put into the cover set Ω t 0 + . Therefore, more event collection actions would be required to cover the events predicted by larger confidence interval and the system lifetime decreases.
In the simulation case, the system has k = 3, α * = 4 and β * = 30. From Equ. (16) , it is easy to compute that when η grows greater than η * = 0.5, the coverage rate would nearly not be changed. The simulation in Fig. 14 verifies this feature . In other words, with the knowledge of k, α * and β * , the system could manually set η = η * to extend the network lifetime without loss of coverage rate.
E. Capability of Local Buffer
We use γ to expect how long an event could be stored in local buffer. As demonstrated by Equ. (17) and Equ. (19)in Section 5.4, the capability of event collection action could be enhanced by increasing γ in both MCSG and simple stochastic scheme. That is to say, larger γ expects event collection actions to collect more events and the system lifetime could be extended.
We set 1000 individual events for the mobile nodes to collect and increase γ from 3 to 18. Fig. 15 verifies that the system lifetime of MCSG and stochastic scheme both increase. On the other hand, Theorem 3 illustrates that γ also plays an important role in the event coverage rate. From Equ. (18, we could conduct that the coverage rate will decrease as γ increases which is verified by Fig. 16 . Since when the mobile nodes expect a larger γ which exceeds the real capability of local buffer, the events maybe lost due to buffer limitation. Therefore, γ actually reflects the tradeoff between system lifetime and coverage rate. We could increase γ with reasonable value(e.g. related to buffer limitation and event frequency) to prolong the system lifetime and provide desired coverage rate at the same time.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we for the first time investigate the event collection issue in tough communication environment such as the coal mine. The event collection underground is challenging as we face imbalance energy consumption from a linear network topology and traditional multi-hop transmission cannot efficiently report event due to the high packet loss rate. In addition, the events have spatial-temporal correlation. In this paper, we leverage the sensor nodes attached on tramcars working underground as mobile sinks to collect the events. The mobile nodes selectively communicate with static sensor nodes to collect the event while guarantee the event collecting rate and balance the energy consumption among all the static sensor nodes. We proved that even with global information of all the events known in advance, the problem is NPhard. For practical situation that only past event information are known and the mobile nodes have to make the event collection action decision instantly when it passes by a static sensor node, we proposed an online algorithm for MCSG. The algorithm naturally addressed a set of difficulties, such as the uncertainty of recent event, buffer limitation on static sensor nodes, and the balance of energy consumption. We proved that the algorithm guarantees an expected coverage rate of event. Our simulation results demonstrated that MCSG can extend the system lifetime over a simple stochastic scheme significantly.
